MIRA MESA: Dozens of residents attended our public safety meeting on how to start a Neighborhood Watch program on their block. Neighborhood Watch programs are one of the most effective crime prevention programs in the nation. It brings citizens and law enforcement together to deter crime and make our communities safer.

CLAIREMONT: I celebrated National Night Out on Berwick Drive. NNO is an annual community-building campaign that promotes police-community partnerships and neighborhood camaraderie.

MIRA MESA: Our D6 office partnered with One San Diego to provide backpacks filled with school supplies for hundreds of kids at Walker Elementary.

KEARNY MESA: I rolled up a sleeve to donate a pint of blood for Kramer & Geena’s (Channel 93.3) Blood Drive to help those in need.
Founded in 2014, the Neighborhoods First Coalition (NFC) brings together members of each neighborhood in City Council District 6 and advises the Councilmember on priorities in their individual neighborhoods as well as common goals for all neighborhoods in the District.

**NFC Input Period:** September 1st to October 31st

[Submit Idea]

[www.sandiego.gov/citycouncil/cd6/neighborhoodsfirst/strategicplan]

---

**BY THE NUMBERS (since in office):**

- **3577** Number of neighborhood issues resolved.
- **1730** Days in office.
- **2888** Community events attended.

- **12023** Constituent Recognitions